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QUESTION 1

You recently started an engagement with an organization that is also using Google Workspace. The engagement will
involve highly sensitive data, and the data needs to be protected from being shared with unauthorized parties both
internally and externally. You need to ensure that this data is properly secured. 

Which configuration should you implement? 

A. Turn on external sharing with whitelisted domains, and add the external organization to the whitelist. 

B. Provision accounts within your domain for the external users, and turn off external sharing for that Org. 

C. Configure the Drive DLP rules to prevent the sharing of PII and PHI outside of your domain. 

D. Create a Team Drive for this engagement, and limit the memberships and sharing settings. 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: https://support.google.com/a/users/answer/9310352#1.1 

 

QUESTION 2

Your company recently migrated to Google Workspace and wants to deploy a commonly used third-party app to all of
finance. Your OU structure in Google Workspace is broken down by department. You need to ensure that the correct
users get this app. 

What should you do? 

A. For the Finance OU, enable the third-party app in SAML apps. 

B. For the Finance OU, enable the third-party app in Marketplace Apps. 

C. At the root level, disable the third-party app. For the Finance OU, allow users to install any application from the
Google Workspace Marketplace. 

D. At the root level, disable the third-party app. For the Finance OU, allow users to install only whitelisted apps from the
Google Workspace Marketplace. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://support.google.com/a/answer/6089179?hl=en 

 

QUESTION 3

As the Workspace Administrator, you have been asked to configure Google Cloud Directory Sync (GCDS) in order to
manage Google Group memberships from an internal LDAP server. However, multiple Google Groups must have their
memberships managed manually. When you run the GCDS sync, you notice that these manually managed groups are
being deleted. What should you do to prevent these groups from being deleted? 

A. In the GCDS configuration manager, update the group deletion policy setting to "don\\'t delete Google groups not
found in LDAP." 
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B. Use the Directory API to check and update the group\\'s membership after the GCDS sync is completed. 

C. Confirm that the base DN for the group email address attribute matches the base DN for the user email address
attribute. 

D. In the user attribute settings of the GCDS configuration manager options, set the Google domain users
deletion/suspension policy to "delete only active Google domain users not found in LDAP." 

Correct Answer: A 

https://support.google.com/a/answer/6258071?hl=en#zippy=%2Cgoogle-group-deletion- policy 

Don\\'t delete Google Groups not found in LDAP If checked, Google Group deletions in your Google domain are
disabled, even when the Groups aren\\'t in your LDAP server. 

 

QUESTION 4

Your company is using Google Workspace Enterprise Plus, and the Human Resources (HR) department is asking for
access to Work Insights to analyze adoption of Google Workspace for all company employees. You assigned a custom
role with the work Insights permission set as "view data for all teams" to the HR group, but it is reporting an error when
accessing the application. What should you do? 

A. Allocate the "view data for all teams" permission to all employees of the company. 

B. Confirm that the Work Insights app is turned ON for all employees. 

C. Confirm in Security > API controls > App Access Controls that Work Insights API is set to "unrestricted." 

D. Confirm in Reports > BigQuery Export that the job is enabled. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

The CEO of your company has indicated that messages from trusted contacts are being delivered to spam, and it is
significantly affecting their work. The messages from these contacts have not always been classified as spam.
Additionally, you recently configured SPF, DKIM, and DMARC for your domain. You have been tasked with
troubleshooting the issue. 

What two actions should you take? (Choose two.) 

A. Obtain the message header and analyze using Google Workspace Toolbox. 

B. Review the contents of the messages in Google Vault. 

C. Set up a Gmail routing rule to whitelist the sender. 

D. Conduct an Email log search to trace the message route. 

E. Validate that your domain is not on the Spamhaus blacklist. 

Correct Answer: AC  
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